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Finally, The Essential 
Deciphering Guide to the 
Music Video 
“ACHERON”

Find Out Which Videos People Are Watching
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Rosalie’s New Releases 
for 2022, Include Songs 
of Inspiration, Faith and 
Protest.

COVER PHOTO FROM THE MUSIC 
VIDEO “OVERLORD”
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Have YOU seen my new 
video ACHERON?

Acheron tells the story of the 
world from beginning to end to 
beginning again…Find Out 
More ….

11
See What People are 
Watching on my Youtube 
Channel

Discover my Youtube Page, and see why so 
many people are visiting, and watching 
my music videos!

NEW SINGLE 
RELEASES ON THE 
WAY IN 2022

3
Find out the what, and when 
of Rosalie’s planned new 
music releases for 2022.

4
Rosalie’s new GOLD INSIDER CLUB 
Subscription Service. 

Take an inside look!

Please Subscribe to my 
Website Fan Club, or 
Subscribe to me on Youtube. It 
only takes a minute and it 
really helps me to create this 
great content!

COMING SOON
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I SURRENDER 
An Original Song by Rosalie Drysdale

Available now at www.rosaliedrysdale.com; 
World Wide Release JANUARY 29, 2022

Velvet vocals caress and reassure 
your tired heart.  An original 
inspirational song by Rosalie 
Drysdale.  Wrap yourself in faith and 
trust in more that you see, trust in 
what you know and feel in your 
heart and soul. 

GREAT NEW MUSIC 
ON THE WAY 2022

Heartbreak, regret and profound loss 
are the feelings flowing from Rosalie 
Drysdale's New Original Single "All 
I Have Is A Sigh".  Rosalie's 
unbelievable performance is 
enhanced by the musical stylings of 
the incomparable James Creasey. 

ALL I HAVE IS A SIGH 
An Original Song by Rosalie Drysdale

Available now at www.rosaliedrysdale.com; 
World Wide Release FEBRUARY 26,2022
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You access the New Gold Site from the main menu at 
the top of the website pages.   

What we offer to members is the following: 

• New Insiders Get 25% Off All In-Store Purchases 
• Sneak Peeks Of All New Releases 
• Special Coupons 
• News Announcements Sent to Your Inbox 
• Special Seasonal Offers Sent to Your Inbox 
• Get All Physical Merch Autographed (On Request) 
• Exclusive Content 
• 1st Look at All New Merchandise 
• Exclusive Blog Access 
• Concert Pre-Ticket Sales and Announcements 
• Special Insider Surveys 
• Exclusive Access to Insiders Gold Page 
• 1 Free MP3 Downloads Per Month 
• Special Gold Plan Video Channel 
• Unlimited MP3 Plays Online 
• Unbelievable Insider Gold Sales 
• Cancel Anytime 

• More To Come  

NEW FEATURE

In late 2021, I started an Insider feature on my 
website.  The Insider feature is intended to reward 
those folks who support my music with various 
Insider perks, such as discounts, previews on 
upcoming music and videos, as well as special 
Insider News letters. 

In addition to this Insider offer, I had been 
considering the development of some kind of 
Subscription service for fans.   

I took a look at a whole range of services that were 
available including setting up a trial Patreaon site.  
But every pre-packaged service I looked at had 
some major disadvantages.  To mention a few, costs 
and complexity of use and operation. 

Soooooo… in December 2021, I decided to set up 
my own unique subscription site, which is totally 
contained within my existing website at: 
www.rosaliedrysdale.com.  I am calling this new 
service my Insider Gold Club. 

The new Insider Gold Club is totally integrated 
into my website, and has been designed from the 
ground up for the ease of use and convenience of 
the users.  

NEW INSIDER 
GOLD CLUB NOW  

Check Out My Gold Plan 

https://www.rosaliedrysdale.com/plans-pricing
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If you are already a member of my original 
Insider Plan, do not worry, I have you covered, 
and you will continue to receive the benefits you 
already have...you do not have to do anything to 
maintain your status 

I am continuing to try to improve my website 
and bring you the type of content that you enjoy 
and that is of value to you and your family. 

To Find out more and sign up go to: 

Check Out My Gold Plan Now 

“EXISTING INSIDER 
MEMBERS BENEFITS 

WILL CONTINUE”

https://www.rosaliedrysdale.com/plans-pricing
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More than any other video, people ask the 
most questions about the Video “Acheron” 

If you have not seen it, you can click the link 
below and watch the video on Youtube: 

Watch Video on Youtube 
This is the most cinematic video I have ever 
created, and well it should be, the music track 
is the classical masterpiece Tocatta and Fuge 
by JS Bach, but not the traditional version…it 
is a reimagined version of the masterpiece for 
the 21st century.  The reimagined version is 
included on my Classical Fusion album 
“Kickin’ It Klassical”. 

How can someone claim to have the audacity 
to touch JS Bach’s immortal piece.  Getting 
the courage to do this was not easy, and it 
could not have been taken on without the 
absolute genius of James Creasey and the 
other musicians and producers that joined me 
on this musical journey. 

The tune is over 12 minutes in length, and in 
creating both the music and the video we 

were faced with the tremendous task of 
creating a video of such proportions and 
content, that it would not only keep the 
viewers attention for 12 minutes, but would 
also be worthy of the original masterpiece. 

The video tells the story of the World, from 
beginning to end….and then to beginning 
or rebirth… 

The word “Acheron” is taken from ancient 
Greek Mythology.  In ancient Greek 
mythology, the Acheron was known as the 
“river of woe”, and was one of the five rivers 
of the Greek Underworld. 

We chose this name for the video, because 
the story of this World can be thought of as 
a river of events, and all too often those 
events were of a tragic nature. 

The story as told in the video is a 
combination of myth, biblical theology, 
futurism, real life historical events and a 
prediction of the future. 

DECIPHERING ACHERON

https://youtu.be/WKUirmzq3cE
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The Code: 
In the opening shots, the video shows a 
scene of the sands of time, and the 
relentless and desolate landscape over 
which are the Greek Alphabet Letters 
Alpha and Omega, which represent the 
Beginning and the End. 

In The beginning, we chose to tell the 
story of the beginning of the Earth and 
creation of our World, in a somewhat 
romanticized version of the book of 
Genesis.    

With the creation of the heaven, and 
the earth, the waters, the light, and 
darkness, the land and the waters, the 
plants and the animals. 

After the earth, and the sky, and all of 
the creatures on the earth, next came 
mankind. 

The creation of mankind and the 
special relationship with God, including 
life in and expulsion from Eden are the 
next images included. 

“How to Create a Video 
Worthy of the 12 minute long 
masterpiece AND How do you 
tell an EPIC Story in Just 12 

minutes”
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Mankind’s special relationship with God, 
is represented through the painting 
“Creation of David” by Michelangelo.  

From there we see a representation of 
Eden 

The fist step in the departure from 
Paradise into the “River of Woe” was the 
eating of the forbidden fruit from the Tree 
of Knowledge. 

This forever created a separation 
between God and Man. 

Following Man’s expulsion from the 
Garden of Eden, the video jumps to the 
story of Cain and Abel.   

Cain working the fields and Abel herding 
sheep. 
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It is now, that the World experiences its 
first murder when Cain murders his 
brother Abel. 

The face of a father’s sorrow over the loss 
of his son, and the creation of a murderer. 

The long passage of time, through many 
kingdoms, and customs. 

With each successive generation, 
mankind wanders further from God, 
culminating in the cultural perversities 
that lead to the wrath of the flood. 
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The Great Flood 

Receding of the waters and the 
reemergence of land. 

Mount Ararat…the traditional resting 
place of Noah’s Ark. 

…and the World begins again……much more to come!!!

This is the end of the first instalment of the Deciphering of Acheron……
Please stay tuned for our second instalment in our March 2022 Newsletter.

Hope you are enjoying the ride!
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As of January 2022, the three most viewed music 
videos on my Youtube Channel are: 

WHAT ARE THE MOST POPULAR 
VIDEOS AT ROSALIE DRYSDALE 
MUSIC ON YOUTUBE

PSALMS 23:  130,395 VIEWS

What viewers say:

“You are a beautiful melody of vibrations and 
frequencies creating the perfect harmony between 
life, love, sound/song & creation. “

OVERLORD:  59,367 VIEWS

What viewers say:

“Bless YouTube algorithms that 'threw this in my face' 
on YouTube startup. First impression was 'Maggie 
Bell' but Rosalie is her own person and voice.“

MUMBO JUMBO:  36,818 VIEWS

What viewers say:

“Great deep vocals. Love the sound, I have just 
shared the video. “

Click on the Orange Arrow 
on the Video Thumbnail to 
view on Youtube

https://youtu.be/SEbn25gj_b4
https://youtu.be/tuEZWAzuAPI
https://youtu.be/V0_tghQcYMQ
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